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INTRODUCTION

Qudos is one of our executive furniture ranges and was

launched in October 2002. The range incorporates

cantilever desking, pedestals, storage and accessories.

Designed with style in mind, Qudos offers total

practicality to any office environment. We further

enhanced this successful range by adding more

products for more flexibility focusing on 600mm deep

desking options. This is due to the demand for more

compact office environments by fitting more people

into a specific office space.

Qudos as standard incorporates stylish fully cable

managed cantilever legs and is available with five

optional modesty panels. The options on board finishes

have increased with the addition of Walnut, Canadian,

Maple, White, Silver and Stone Oak. All products are

manufactured using 18 and 25mm thick MFC. All tops

including desking, tables, pedestals and storage units

incorporate 2mm PVC Heavy Duty edging tape.
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Qudos offers total functionality to the

modern office environment.  Cable

management is incorporated as standard,

allowing efficient access to power and data.

Radial end tambour storage units create

stylish storage solutions and provide

additional working space.
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Refreshing and creative shapes provide a

positive feel, accompanied by vivid Polaris

wave screens stimulate an optimistic

environment.
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Designed for larger office configurations,

‘classik’ conference radial workstations

provide additional working area and

create space for informal one to one

meetings.
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Traditional four desk radial clusters

remain the most popular of all desking

configurations.  Polaris XT screens offer

personal space whilst maintaining

efficient filing with screen

hung accessories.
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Qudos offers practicality as well

as variety from departmental

configurations through to conference

managerial footprints.  Qudos modesty

panels promote a distinctive touch with

numerous variations available.
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120 degree segment workstations

arranged as three way clusters can

become clusters of 6 when additional

working areas are required.  600 deep

radial end storage units provide

additional filing and enhance the overall

design of the lay-out.
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Desk top areas can be used to maximise

space with various Qudos products.

Utilising conference extensions and

links for group meetings are possible

as illustrated.

Boardroom tables are available with

rectangular, D-ended, or circular tops.
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Qudos ECS units are ideal for smaller

offices.  Available in widths of 1400mm

and 1500mm carrying integrated

pedestals.  These units are best suited to

travel or estate agents where one to one

meetings are common place.
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The Qudos kidney reception desk is the

perfect solution for today’s modern

reception environment. Compact and

curvaceous yet surprisingly versatile,

especially with the addition of the

conference extension link as illustrated.
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Qudos desking is available with a choice of 4 modesty panels
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A selection of storage units have been designed to

compliment the Qudos range. Available with 25mm

tops and an 18mm solid back as standard. Filing

cabinets are manufactured as 2, 3 and 4 drawer

variations. Storage cupboards are available with side

opening or vertical tambour doors, lockable hinged

doors or in a basic open format.  All units accommodate

various shelving accessories to offer total functionality

and efficient storage solutions.
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Walnut Santiago cherry Cherry Oak Calva Oak

Stone Oak

AppleJapanese Ash Canadian Maple

WhiteGreySilver

Beech

available wood fi nishes

All products within the Qudos range are

available in all 13 Imperial board fi nishes

and incorporate 2mm PVC edging tape.

All products manufactured in MFC

(Melamine Faced Chipboard) by

Imperial Offi ce Furniture have been

from FSC certifi ed suppliers.



5 Year Guarantee
Imperial Office Furniture is committed to providing

exceptional service, manufacturing quality products
with a comprehensive 5 year guarantee.

Creative Space Solutions Ltd
40 Base Point Centre, Stroudley Road

Basingstoke, RG24 8UP

Telephone: 01256 406628
Fax: 01256 406630

Email: sales@creativespacesolutions.co.uk

Website: www.creativespacesolutions.co.uk
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